Local deformation due to the interaction of small scale features such as voids or hard particles is expected to have a significant influence the failure mode of a material. To this end, the fracture pattern of a perforated aluminum sheet is studied experimentally and numerically using finite element models on two different length scales: a full-scale structural model and a local cell model based on large deformation theory. Through appropriate application of boundary conditions, the more efficient local cell model is shown to produce almost the same results as the full structural model. It is also found that the failure path is significantly affected by the loading conditions (uniaxial vs. biaxial) and the hole distribution pattern. By plotting the instantaneous contours of plastic strain rate, the fracture path could clearly be distinguished by the time that the overall engineering strain reaches approximately 3%. This model developed here has great potential to assess the integrity of high pressure components like tubesheet.
Introduction
Porous plates with many perforations arranged in either equivalent triangular or square pattern are often used in the design of heat exchanger and steam generators. Elastic analysis is usually applied to design this kind of structure, but elastic analysis tends to underestimate the load carrying capacity of the structure. Hence, in recent years, increasing interest has been given to plastic limit analysis, which offers a better understanding of strain concentration and failure mechanisms. Several efforts have been devoted to the development of a fourth order anisotropic yield criterion by the finite element analysis of a unit cell model for the perforated structure [1] [2] . While these models address deformation behavior, little attention has been invested in the direct verification of the predicted failure mode and the validity of the unit cell model.
Most recent work on characterizing the influence of microstructural features (e.g. in steels and aluminum alloys) on localization and fracture implies that fracture conditions can be predicted on the basis of macroscopic mechanical response [3] . This view is taken from many detailed observations in which fracture occurred in shear bands whose formation could be predicted entirely with a continuum model, as long as the macroscopic strain hardening rate is accurately represented. Due to scale problems, it is almost impossible to simulate the whole structure using the advanced finite element method (FEM). A cell model, which has representative microstructure (porosity in this paper) of the whole model, is always adopted due to its computing efficiency. However, the computed responses from the cell model are significantly affected by the boundary conditions applied [4] . Periodic boundary conditions are usually utilized in the unit cell modeling of perforated structures [5, 6] . Since only a very limited number of holes are considered in the previous work, the global fracture path could not be effectively predicted without considering the hole interactions, unless some crude assumptions are introduced.
In this paper, some novel experimental results are examined in order to illustrate the importance of conducting plastic limit analysis for critical man-made structures with a large repetition of small scale features. The experimental results were originally designed to enable the study of local damage behavior due to the interaction of voids. Although the voids were produced as small holes in a thin plate, the interactions are anticipated to also apply to larger scale structures with similar topology.
Thus, failure modes of perforated sheets used in various high pressure equipment could be assessed on the basis of the small perforated specimen behavior. A theoretical understanding of the failure modes is obtained with simulations using both a full structural model and a cell model. Similarities and differences realized with the two modeling approaches are illustrated, and the difference in structural response under uniaxial and biaxial loading is emphasized.
Experimental procedure
Porous specimens were produced by laser drilling two patterns of 10 µm diameter holes (random distribution and triangular) in the centre region of aluminum 5052 alloy sheet. The specimens were then uniaxially deformed in a tensile stage installed in a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), and the loading was interrupted at certain stages of deformation so that images could be taken to assess the local deformation sequence. Although the specimens were still tightly held during image recording, some load drops due to relaxation do occur. After taking each image, the specimens were continuously loaded to another deformation stage until the complete fracture pattern could be visually identified.
Tensile tests were also performed on unperforated sheets and fit into the Voce model as input into the finite element model.
Finite element model
Since the specimen width is at least 20 times the thickness, a two dimensional plane stress model is utilized in the present work. Two kinds of models are used to simulate the deformation behaviors of the specimen, particularly in the center region. The interactions of the center region with its surroundings are naturally taken into account in the full structural model of the specimen geometry.
The finite element discretization of the full specimen with the random hole distribution is shown in The general purpose FE package MSC.Marc [7] was utilized as the analysis tool, and based on the experience of prior analyses [8] , the full integration quadratic element with assumed strain formulation is activated. Large deformation theory is used to describe the material behaviour, along with the simple von Mises yielding criterion together with the associated flow rule. To minimize the error due to mesh discretization, each hole is represented by 24 elements.
Comparison of experimental and analytical results
The combination of experimental and analytical data can provide the most insight into the details of deformation as the limit load is approached. The two cases presented below allow for direct comparison of the tests and simulations.
Random hole pattern
From the progression of deformation in the experiment, Figure 3 shows the initial random hole pattern of the locally perforated structure and its final failure path. The load was applied in the vertical shows the plastic strain rate field, which better distinguishes the localization. Clearly, the inter-hole localization mode is well established at this stage where the overall strain is still only 6.73%. Since strains are integrated fields that depict cumulative response while plastic strain rate reflects the instantaneous plastic activity occurring in the deformation pattern, plastic strain rate is more suitable for the identification of strain localization and the fracture path.
With just a rough estimation of the failure limit and fracture path, the fracture process can be simulated by element deletion based a failure criterion such as that of Rice and Tracey [9] . This failure model is
where f ε is the equivalent strain at which the fracture occurs, m σ is the hydrostatic stress, and C is a constant. The Rice and Tracey fracture criterion is selected for its consideration of both the triaxiality ( σ σ m ) and equivalent strain ε . During simulation, it is assumed that fracture occurs when the critical value is reached. To visualize the fracture process, the element deletion technique is applied, and since the mesh is sufficiently fine, a realistic depiction of the evolution of the fracture process is obtained.
The predicted fracture pattern based on the cell model is seen in Figure 5 to agree very well with the observed failure mode (Figure 3c ). It should be noted that the major reason for this is attributed to the early successful establishment of the inter-hole localization mode. Once the inter-hole localized deformation band is formed, strain increases dramatically within the band, initiating the second order of void nucleation (assuming that the randomly drilled holes are the first order holes). In this respect, the final fracture path is not at all sensitive to the failure model used to delete the elements.
Triangular pattern
The above comparison for the random hole pattern is found to also apply to the triangular pattern of holes, although the sequence of deformation up to the failure for the triangular pattern of hole distribution is quite different. Due to the regularity of the hole pattern, the deformation remains more evenly distributed as shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b) , until localization connects deforming ligaments diagonally as per Figure 6 (c). Depending on the ratio of the number of holes along the vertical direction to the number of holes along the horizontal direction, the failure path could diverge at the center of the specimen (see Figure 6(c) ) or simply extend diagonally as in Figure 7 . The predicted failure path for the triangular hole pattern shown in Figure 8 clearly agrees well with the experimental observation presented in Figure 7 .
Discussion
It is known that the calculated response from the cell model is significantly affected by the applied boundary conditions. The FE results presented in the above section are based on the homogeneous displacement boundary condition, and to understand how well this assumption applies to the real situation, a full structural model is analyzed. Figure 9 plots the change of the shape of the initially straight edges 1 and 2 indicated in Figure 1 to quantify how the homogeneous displacement approach over-constrains the cell. If the homogeneous vertical displacement boundary condition in the cell model is valid, the edges 1 and 2 should be maintained straight during the deformation when the full structural model is analyzed. From Figure 9 , it can be seen that such an assumption is indeed valid even before the occurrence of local fracture, but deviation from the straight shape ultimately increases with the development of inter-hole localization. The maximum difference in terms of the vertical displacement is less than 0.002 mm, which is trivial compared with the total width and length of 1 mm of the cell model.
For most applications of structural components, loading is rarely just uniaxial, but biaxial in-plane loading (assuming the thickness is small compared to other dimensions) is more commonly encountered as the major deformation mode. Since the FE cell model has been validated with respect to the uniaxial loading, the model is then applied to predict the failure modes under balanced biaxial loading. Figure 10 shows that the contours of equivalent plastic strain reach a maximum of 64% at the global deformation stage of 2% nominal strain. Although only 2% overall deformation is applied, the strong geometric constraint and hence strong inter-hole interaction lead to the fracture pattern which is clearly discernable, especially from the contour plot of plastic strain rate in Figure 11 . Moreover, the predicted fracture pattern under balanced biaxial loading is quite different from that predicted and observed under uniaxial loading along the X direction.
Unlike the previous work in [5, 6, 10] which arbitrarily introduces a softening material model in the constitutive law in order to predict the fracture path, the stress-strain curve used in the present study is directly fitted by a Voce equation from a non-perforated specimen tested under uniaxial loading. The softening phenomenon is naturally taken into account by the formation of localized deformation bands and by deleting those elements upon satisfying the failure criterion of equation (1) . It must be emphasized that the final fracture path is not influenced by the failure criterion, but rather is determined entirely by the deformation response of the structure. The failure model merely completes the ultimate separation, but in locations that are dictated by the deformation process alone.
Conclusions
The fracture pattern of a porous material can be well established at very small nominal deformation 
